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1 IntroductionA real-time system typically has a mixture of o�-line and on-line workloads. Each o�-line requestfor execution Ri(ri; ci; di) is characterized by its ready time ri, worst-case computation time ci,and (absolute) hard deadline di. These parameters are known before the system begins execution.Together, the o�-line requests support the normal functions of the system. In addition, the systemmust also respond to unexpected requests, e.g., operator commands and recovery actions. Theserequests arrive sporadically. Each sporadic request Si(Ai; Ci; Di) is characterized by its arrivaltime Ai, worst-case computation time Ci, and hard deadline Di. The parameters of a sporadicrequest become known when the request arrives.The commonly adopted approach to scheduling this mixed workload is to ensure that allo�-line requests meet their deadlines and to accept as many sporadic requests, which can beguaranteed to meet their deadlines, as possible. When a sporadic request arrives, the schedulerperforms an acceptance test. The test succeeds if the scheduler can schedule the request to meetits deadline without causing any o�-line request or previously accepted sporadic request to missits deadline. If the test succeeds, the scheduler accepts the sporadic request and schedule it;otherwsie the scheduler rejects the request.In this paper, we consider the problem of designing an e�cient acceptance test for the im-portant special case where o�-line requests are instances of periodic tasks [1]. In this case, thereare an in�nite number of o�-line requests. The set fRi(ri; ci; di)g of these requests is partitionedinto n disjoint subsets. Each subset is a periodic task, denoted by Ti(ci; pi; �i) or Ti for short.All requests in Ti have the same worst-case computation time ci. Their ready times occur peri-odically with period pi, the period of Ti. The length of time (dj � rj) between the ready time rjand deadline dj of every request Rj(rj ; cj; dj) in Ti(ci; pi; �i) is equal to the relative deadline �iof Ti. Because o�-line requests become ready periodically, they are called periodic requests in the2



literature. Hereafter, we will use this term.A number of acceptance tests [2, 3, 4, 5] have been proposed for the case where all therequests are independent and are scheduled preemptively on the earliest-deadline-�rst (EDF)basis. Because of the optimality of the EDF algorithm [1, 6], most of the known acceptance tests(e.g., [2, 3, 4]) based on this principle are optimal in the following sense: A sporadic requestis accepted if and only if it can be scheduled without causing any missed deadline, and if it isrejected, all other acceptance tests must also reject it.Chetto and Chetto [2] proposed an acceptance test that takes O(N) time: N is the totalnumber of requests in each hyperperiod of the n periodic tasks in the system, the length of eachhyperperiod being the least common multiple of the periods p1; p2; � � � ; pn of the n periodic tasks.They prescheduled the periodic requests and whenever a sporadic request arrive, the acceptancetest determines the location and duration of processor idle times in the schedule. One restrictionof the test is that Chetto and Chetto assumed that whenever the acceptance test is done, there isno uncompleted sporadic request in the system. Silly, Chetto and Elyounsi [3] extended the testto deal with an arbitrary number of previously accepted but uncompleted sporadic requests. Theextended test takes O(N +m) time. The acceptance test proposed by Schwan and Zhou [4] hasa worst-case time complexity of O(N +m). Their algorithm maintains a slot list which is usedto search for available time to schedule the periodic and sporadic requests. The main drawbackof their approach is that both periodic and sporadic requests are subjected to the test, leadingto unnecessarily high overheads. In an attempt to reduce the time complexity of the acceptancetest, McElhone [5] proposed �ve acceptance tests which trade o� time complexity with accuracy.Except for the test which takes O(N +m) time, the other tests are pessimistic and not optimal.The fastest test has a time complexity of O((n+m)2).In this paper, we proposed an optimal acceptance test which handles an arbitrary number3



of sporadic requests. Only sporadic requests, and not periodic requests, are subjected to thistest. Our test has a time complexity of O(n+m) which is signi�cantly lower than O(N +m) formost real-time systems. In fact, since N depends on the periods of the tasks, previous optimalacceptance tests are pseudo-polynomial in time complexity. The e�ciency of our test is attained bycarefully exploiting the properties of EDF scheduling and periodic tasks, as well as by maintainingsimple and easy to update data structures.Following this introduction, Section 2 states additional assumptions and introduces notationused later in the paper. Section 3 presents our acceptance algorithm for the �rst sporadic request.Section 4 generalizes the algorithm to handle multiple sporadic requests. Section 5 describes twoextensions to this algorithm. Section 6 concludes the paper.2 Assumptions and NotationAgain, the system contains a set of n independent periodic tasks. We refer to this set by T= fTi(ci; pi; �i) : 1 � i � ng. Unless stated otherwise, �i is assumed to be less than or equal to pi.Let tc denote the current time. The request in Ti whose ready time is before or at tc and whosedeadline is after tc is called the current request of Ti. Because �i � pi, every periodic task Ti hasonly one current request at any time.We index all the periodic requests in a hyperperiod of periodic tasks in T in ascending orderof their deadlines. With a slight abuse of notation, we refer to the set of N periodic requests ineach hyperperiod also as T, i.e., T = fRi(ri; ci; di) : 1 � i � Ng.We let S = fSi(Ai; Ci; Di) : 1 � i � mg denote the stream of m sporadic requests that havebeen accepted but uncompleted at the time when an acceptance test is to be carried out. Therequests in S are indexed in ascending order of their deadlines. In our discussion, we will oftenuse Si and Ri to refer to an individual sporadic request and periodic request, respectively.4



Without loss of generality, we assume that the system begins execution at time 0. As statedearlier, the scheduler orders all requests according to their deadlines in ascending order and givesthe requests with earlier deadlines higher priorities. When a periodic request has the same deadlineas a sporadic request, the periodic request has higher priority. Ties among periodic requests andties among sporadic requests are broken arbitrarily.3 Acceptance Test for the First Sporadic RequestOur acceptance test relies on information on slack of each request in the system. It has thefollowing two steps:1. When a sporadic request Si arrives, we �rst determine the amount of slack available beforeits deadline Di. If the amount of slack is less than Ci, then Si is rejected since there is notenough time to schedule Si before its deadline.2. If there is enough slack, then we proceed to check whether accepting Si would cause anyrequest in the system whose deadline is after Di to miss its deadline. Si is accepted if noother deadline is missed, otherwise it is rejected.PreprocessingBefore the system begins execution, the scheduler computes for each periodic request Ri(ri; ci; di)the slack �i, which is the maximum amount of time available before di to execute sporadic requestswithout causing Ri to miss its deadline. Let Hi denote the set of all periodic requests whosedeadlines are before di, and let Li denote the the set of all periodic requests whose deadlines are5



after di. Before the execution of any requests begins,�i = di � ci � XRj2Hi cj = �i�1 + di � di�1 � ci: (1)The values of �i for 1 � i � N are stored in a slack table. This table can be computed in aforward scan of the periodic requests in O(N) time.Let !i;j denote the minimum slack among all periodic requests whose deadlines fall betweenthe deadlines di and dj of Ri and Rj inclusive, i.e.,!i;j = min8k; di�dk�dj(�k) (2)!i;j can be computed and recorded in O(N2) time and requires O(N2) space. By doing so, wetrade o� space for time as the !i;j 's allow us to easily determine which periodic requests are themost a�ected if any sporadic request is accepted.For example, suppose that there are three requests in T: R1(0; 1; 3); R2(0; 1; 5), and R3(0; 3; 6).Their slacks are: �1 = 3� 1 = 2, �2 = 5 � 1� 1 = 3 and �3 = 6 � 3 � 1 � 1 = 1. We note thatalthough �1 = 2, we cannot use two units of time to execute sporadic requests before time 3.Doing so would make R3 miss its deadline because �3 is only 1. This information is given by thevalues !1;2 = min(2; 3) = 2, !1;3 = min(2; 3; 1) = 1 and !2;3 = min(3; 1) = 1.Updating of Slack InformationDuring run-time, a number of events may occur to render the values in the slack table obsolete.We can get the correct values of the slacks quickly based on the following observation:Observation 1. At any time t, the slack �i of Ri is reduced from the value given by Eq. (1) by(a) processor idle time before t, (b) the total computation time of accepted sporadic requests with6



deadlines before di, (c) the total computation time of the executed portions of accepted sporadicrequests with deadlines after di and (d) the total computation time of executed portions of periodicrequests with deadlines after di.Observation 1 is correct since the only other type of scheduling events that can happened beforetime t and is not included in the above statement is the execution of periodic requests withdeadlines before di, but this has been accounted for in Eq. (1).Because of Observation 1, we do not need to update the slack of every request in the system asrequests become ready, preempted or complete. We only need to maintain the following run-timeinformation in order to compute the updated slacks when we want to perform an acceptance test.1. I : The cumulative amount of time the processor is idle before the current time tc.2. fi; 1 � i � n: The computation time of the completed portion of the current request of eachperiodic task Ti.3. Fi; 1 � i � m: The computation time of the completed portion of each yet-to-be-completedsporadic request Si.4. SP : The total amount of time spent executing all completed sporadic requests.This information can be updated in O(1) time when a request starts, completes or is preemptedand when an acceptance test is done. At the start of each hyperperiod, the run-time variablesI; SP and fi; for 1 � i � n need to be re-initialized to zero. That is, if H is length of the thehyperperiod of the set T, then the variables are re-initialized at time xH, where x is an integer.Acceptance TestingTo simplify the discussion, we �rst describe the acceptance test when the �rst sporadic requestS1 arrives and then generalize the test to deal with other sporadic requests in the next section.7



We assume that any sporadic request Sk has a deadline Dk within the same hyperperiod that itarrives, i.e. xH � Ak < Dk � (x+ 1)H for some integer x greater than or equal to zero. We willshow how this assumption can be removed in Section 5.When the �rst sporadic request arrives, the �rst step of the acceptance test determines whetherthere is enough slack to complete S1(tc; C1; D1) before its deadline. Let Rp be the periodic requestwhose deadline dp is closest to D1 among all periodic requests whose deadlines are before D1.Since the set of candidates for Rp consists of only one instance of each periodic task, Rp can befound in O(n) time. To compute the total amount of time available to S1, we need to considerthe following factors:1. From dp to D1, S1 has the highest priority among all requests and hence this interval oflength (D1 � dp) is available to S1.2. Rp and the requests in Hp have earlier deadlines and hence higher priorities than S1, andwe need to subtract their worst-case computation times from the time available to S1. Thisquantity is already accounted for in the expression for �p in Eq. (1).3. Before S1 arrives, part of the interval (0; tc] may have been spent in the following manner:(a) The processor may be idle for some time before tc. The amount of idle time is givenby I .(b) A portion of some periodic requests in Lp may have executed before tc. Because onlythe current request of each periodic task can have a deadline later than dp and yetstart executing before tc, we can determine this quantity using P8l; D1<dl fl.Hence, S1 can complete before its deadline if and only if its slack �1 is no less than zero, i.e.,�1 = �p + (D1 � dp)� I � C1 � X8l; D1<dl fl � 0: (3)8



Clearly, this decision can be done in O(n) time.The second step of the acceptance test determines whether accepting S1 would cause anyperiodic request to miss its deadline. A request will miss its deadline if and only if its updatedslack is less than zero. We note that only requests in Lp can be a�ected by the inclusion of S1.The slack �k of each request Rk in Lp is reduced by the quantity (I + C1) since it is no longeravailable to Rk. In addition, we also need to subtract from �k the computation time of the portionof any request Ri with deadline di after dk which has been executed before tc because this timeis not taken into account in the precomputed slack �k . Hence, S1 can be accepted if and only ifthe following is true:0 < �k � I � C1 � X8l; dk<dl fl; for all Rk 2 Lp: (4)A naive way to implement this check is to determine whether the inequality in Eq. (4) is satis�edfor every Rk in Lp. This would require at least O(N) time. To improve the O(N) time complexity,we make the following observation:Observation 2. Consider the set of periodic requests V= fRi; Ri+1; � � � ; Rjg and suppose thatRl 2V has the least amount of slack among all requests in V. If the slack of every request in Vis reduced by the same amount, then a request Rk 2 V will miss its deadline only if Rl will alsomiss its deadline.This obviously valid observation tells us that we should partition all the periodic requests withdeadlines after D1 into y + 1 sets, for 0 � y � n, each containing consecutive requests, such thatthe slacks of all the requests in a set are to be subtracted by the same amount. Hence, instead ofexamining every request to see whether it misses its deadline, we examine the one request withthe minimum slack in each of the y + 1 sets. In this way, we reduce the time complexity of our9



acceptance test. -Rp � -hMaVa hMb� -Vb hMy� -Vy hMy+1� -Vy+1tc D1 da db dy�1 dyr r rFigure 1: Partitioning the periodic requests after D1.To further explain this approach, we suppose that at time tc, there are y current periodicrequests fRa; Rb; � � � ; Ryg, sorted in ascending order of their deadlines, that have deadlines afterD1 and have started executing before tc. There are at most n such requests, and we can determinethem (and their relative order) by examining the priority queue of ready requests that the systemmaintains. Figure 1 shows a timeline, and the ticks on the timeline represent the deadlines of someperiodic requests. We partition all the periodic requests afterD1 into (y+1) setsVa;Vb; � � � ;Vy+1as shown in Figure 1. Va contains the periodic requests fRp+1; Rp+2; � � � ; Ra�1g; again, Rp is theperiodic request with deadline closest to D1 among all periodic requests with deadlines beforeD1. Vb contains the periodic requests fRa; Ra+1; � � � ; Rb�1g. The sets Vc to Vy are de�ned in asimilar fashion as Vb. The set Vy+1 contains the periodic requests fRy; Ry+1; � � � ; RNg. The setsVa;Vb; � � � ;Vy+1 can be obtained in O(n) time since y < n, all the requests in T are presortedand we know the index of every periodic request.The circles on the timeline in Figure 1 denote the periodic requests with the minimum amountof slacks in Va;Vb; � � � ;Vy+1. We denote these requests by Ma;Mb; � � � ;My+1, respectively. Theslack for each of these requests can be found in O(1) time by examining the values of !i;j 's thatwe have precomputed. Speci�cally, before the system begins to execute, the slack �Ma of Ma isequal to !p+1;a�1, the slack �Mb of Mb is equal to !a;b�1, and so on. We know from Observation10



2 that accepting S1 will not cause any requests in Va to miss its deadline if !p+1;a�1 � I � C1 �P8l; da�dl fl � 0, will not cause any requests in Vb to miss its deadline if !a;b�1 � I � C1 �P8l; db�dl fl � 0, and so on for the sets Vc;Vd; � � �Vy+1. Although the amounts to be deductedfrom the slack of each Mi; a � i � y + 1 di�ers, they can be computed recursively, e.g.,X8l; da�dl fl = fa + X8l; db�dl fl = fa + fb + X8l; dc�dl fl = � � � :In this way, we can determine in O(n) time whether any of the requests after D1 will miss itsdeadline.4 Acceptance Test for Multiple Sporadic RequestsWe now modify the acceptance test to handle subsequent sporadic requests. When Sk(tc; Ck; Dk)arrives, some previously accepted sporadic requests may not be completed. To determine whetherthere is enough slack to schedule Sk, we modify the left hand side of the inequality (3) to accountfor three additional factors:1. SP : This amount of time has been consumed by sporadic requests which have completed.2. P8i; Di<Dk (Ci): This amount of time is reserved for sporadic requests which have not beencompleted and have deadlines before Dk.3. P8i; Dk<Di(Fi): This amount of time has been consumed by sporadic requests that havenot completed and have deadlines after Dk.SP , Ci, and Fi are determined at run-time. The slack �k for Sk at tc is given by:�k = �p + (Dk � dp)� I � Ck � SP � X8i; Dk<di fi � X8i; Di<Dk Ci � X8i; Dk<Di Fi: (5)11



where dp and �p are the deadline and initial slack of the periodic request Rp whose deadline isclosest to Dk among all requests whose deadlines are earlier than Dk. Sk will meet its deadline ifand only if its slack �k is greater than or equal to zero. This computation can be performed inO(m+ n) time. If Sk is accepted, its slack �k is stored for later use.If Sk can meet its deadline, the next step is to determine whether accepting Sk will cause otherrequests to miss their deadlines. All periodic and sporadic requests with deadlines earlier than Dkwill not be a�ected by the acceptance of Sk. The slack of a previously accepted but uncompletedsporadic request Sl whose deadline is after Dk is decreased by Ck if Sk is accepted. Hence wesubtract Ck from �l if Sl is accepted. Sl will miss its deadline if and only if (�l � Ck < 0).No other computation is needed for Sl because when we accepted Sl and computed its slack �laccording to Eq.(5), we have already accounted for all the factors. Since Sl's acceptance, theprocessor cannot be idle or executes requests with deadlines after Dl that can further reduce �las long as Sl is not completed. Hence, to determine whether any previously accepted sporadicrequest will miss its deadline takes O(m) time.To determine whether any periodic request will miss its deadline, we follow a similar procedurefor the case of the �rst sporadic request. In addition to the periodic requests that have deadlineslater than Dk but have already started executing when SK arrives, we also need to considerthe sporadic requests that have deadlines later than Dk and have already started executing.Together, these requests partition all periodic requests with deadlines after Dk into y disjointsets, V1;V2; � � � ;Vy, where y � n+m. For each set Vi, let Xi and Yi be the requests that havethe earliest deadline and latest deadline among all requests in Vi, respectively. By de�nition of!i;j 's, the smallest slack of all periodic requests in each set Vi is equal to !Xi;Yi . To determinewhether any of the periodic requests in Vi will miss its deadline, we subtract from !Xi;Yi thecumulative idle time I , the total computation time of the executed portions of all requests that12



have deadlines after Yi's deadline (i.e., P8l;dYi<dl fl +P8l;dYi<Dl Fl), and the total computationtime of the all sporadic requests which have completed or have deadlines earlier than Xi's deadline(i.e., SP +P8l;Dl<dXi Cl). The resultant quantity is the updated slack �0Mi of the periodic requestMi with the smallest slack in Vi. Sk will not cause any request to miss its deadline if and only ifthe updated minimum slack is greater than or equal to zero for all Vi's, i.e.,�0Mi = !Xi;Yi � I � SP � X8l;dYi<dl fl � X8l;dYi<Dl Fl � X8l;Dl<dXi Cl � 0 (6)for all Vi; 1 � i � y. If Sk is accepted, its slack �k and the slack �l of every sporadic requestSl with deadline after Dk are updated for future use. The slack for any periodic request is notupdated with the value computed in Eq. (6) because it is much faster and easier to recomputethem when needed rather than to keep track of what has or has not been updated.As in the case of accepting the �rst sporadic request, although the amounts to be deductedfrom each Vi is di�erent, these amounts can be computed recursively. Hence, this computationcan be performed in O(n+m) time. This time complexity can be achieved as we do not need tosort the current periodic requests and uncompleted sporadic requests in ascending order of theirdeadlines for the sake of acceptance test. This assumption is reasonable since the system alreadymaintains a sorted list in its EDF priority queue of all requests awaiting execution. The entireacceptance test for Sk is summarized by the pseudo code in Figure 2. It takes O(n+m) time. Theoptimality of our acceptance test is stated in the following theorem. The proof of this theoremfollows trivially from the discussion given above.Theorem 1. Upon the arrival of a sporadic request Sk, the acceptance test described above acceptSk if and only if it is possible to schedule Sk without causing any periodic requests or previouslyaccepted sporadic requests to miss its deadline. 13



Input� �i; 1 � i � N : Precomputed initial slack of all periodic requests in a hyperperiod of length H.� !i;j; 1 � i; j � N : Precomputed minimum slack of all requests with deadlines in [di; dj]Request Scheduling and Acceptance Test� Initialize I; fi; 1 � i � n; and SP to zero at time t = 0;H; 2H; � � �� Execute the requests (periodic and sporadic) in the system on the EDF basis� Whenever a request starts execution, completes or is preempted, update I; fi; Fi, or SP appropriately� When a sporadic request Sk(tc; Ck; Dk) arrives at tc0. Update I; fi; Fi, or SP appropriately1.a. Find the periodic request Rp whose deadline is closest to Dkamong all requests whose deadlines are before Dkb. Compute �k according to Eq. (5)c. If (�k < 0) Then REJECT Sk and goto step 32.a. For (all uncompleted sporadic request Sl with deadline after Dk) Doi. If (�l � Ck < 0) Then REJECT Sk and goto step 3b. Partitions the periodic requests with deadlines after Dk into disjoint sets V1;V2; � � � ;Vyas described in Section 4.c. For (each Vi) doi. Compute the updated minimum slack �0Mi in Vi according to Eq. (6)ii. If (�0Mi < 0) Then REJECT Sk and goto step 3d. ACCEPT Sk3. Continue to execute the request that was executing when Sk arrivesFigure 2: Pseudo code of request scheduling and acceptance test.5 ExtensionsThe acceptance test as presented in the previous sections works even if periodic requests havejittered ready times because it does not make use of the values of ready times to compute theslacks. We now present two extensions to handle sporadic requests whose arrivals and deadlinesspan more than one hyperperiod and to account for variation in the computation time.14



Sporadic Requests Spanning More Than One HyperperiodSuppose a sporadic request Sk(tc; Ck; Dk) arrives in the x-th hyperperiod and has deadline whichfalls in the y-th hyperperiod, i.e. xH � tc < yH � Dk � (y + 1)H. The amount �k of timeavailable to schedule Sk is the sum of the following three terms:1. Amount in the x-th hyperperiod. This is given by �N minus the amount of idle processortime and the amount of time allocated to sporadic requests with deadlines in the x-thhyperperiod and to the sporadic requests with deadlines after Dk but have started beforetc.2. Amount from the (x+1)-th to the (y�1)-th hyperperiods. This is equal to (y�x�1)�N minusthe amount of time allocated to sporadic requests with deadlines within these hyperperiods.3. Amount in the y-th hyperperiod. If Rp is the request whose deadline is closest to Dk amongall requests with deadline before Dk in the y-th hyperperiod, then this amount is given by(�p+Dk�dp) minus the amount of time allocated to sporadic requests with deadlines earlierthan Dk.If Ck is less than the amount computed above, then Sk is schedulable. To check whether Sk cannow be accepted, we can use the exact procedure described in the previous section to determinewhether any periodic or sporadic request with deadlines after Dk will miss its deadline. In thisstep, we only need to check the periodic requests in the y-th hyperperiod.Reclaiming Unused Computation TimeOur method of computing slack times makes use of the worst-case computation times. It ensuresthat all requests will meet their deadlines in the worst-case. However, the actual computationtime of a request may be less than its worst-case computation time. We can use a mechanism15



to reclaim these unused computation time so that they can be made available to schedule moresporadic requests. For this purpose, we maintain the following information during run-time:1. U : This is the cumulative unused computation time for all periodic and sporadic requestswith deadlines before the current time tc.2. ui; 1 � i � n: This is the amount of unused computation time of the current periodic requestof Ti.3. vi; 1 � i � m: This is the amount of unused computation time for the sporadic request Siwhose deadline is after tc.U , ui or vi are updated each time a request completes. When we update the slack of any periodicor sporadic request, we simply add U and all ui's and vj 's for all requests that have deadlinesbefore that particular periodic or sporadic request.6 ConclusionIn this paper, we have presented an optimal acceptance test for determining whether newly arrivedsporadic requests can be scheduled with existing periodic and sporadic requests in the system usingthe earliest-deadline-�rst algorithm with all requests meeting their deadlines. Our algorithm haslinear time complexity which is a signi�cant improvement over previous algorithms which arepseudo-polynomial. Unlike previous algorithms which maintain complicated data structures orprecomputed schedule, the data structures maintained by our algorithm are simple and easy tomaintain.We are currently applying variations of our algorithm to make the earliest-deadline-�rst algo-rithm more deterministic during overload conditions. In our model, the system has a mixture ofperiodic requests and both hard and soft deadline sporadic requests. In addition, each request has16



an importance value associated with it. During overload conditions, requests will miss their dead-lines in order of (increasing) importance. The data structures and algorithms are being modi�edas a means to detect when an overload condition occurs and to decide how to deal with them.References[1] C. L. Liu and J. W. Layland, \Scheduling Algorithms for Multiprogramming in a Hard RealTime Environment," in J. Assoc. Comput. Mach., vol. 20(1), pp. 46{61, 1973.[2] H. Chetto and M. Chetto, \Some Results of the Earliest Deadline Scheduling Algorithm,"IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering, vol. 15(10), pp. 1261{1269, Oct. 1989.[3] M. Silly, H. Chetto, and N. Elyounsi, \An Optimal Algorithm for Guaranteeing SporadicTasks in Hard Real-Time Systems," in Proceedings of the 2nd IEEE Symposium on Paralleland Distributed Processing, pp. 578{585, 1990.[4] K. Schwan and H. Zhou, \Dynamic Scheduling of Hard Real-Time Tasks and Real-TimeThreads," IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering, vol. 18(8), pp. 736{748, Aug. 1992.[5] C. McElhone, \Adapting and Evaluating Algorithms for Dynamic Schedulability Testing,"Tech. Rep. YCS 225, Department of Computer Science, University of York, England, 1994.[6] M. L. Dertouzos, \Control Robotics: The Procedural Control of Physical Processes," in Pro-ceedings of the IFIP Congress, 1974.
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